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Preface  1 

Dear General Members’ Assembly,  2 

In January 2018, the Taskforce Book Contract was set up. The taskforce consists of Mesian Tilmatine, 3 

Academic Relations Officer 2015-2016, Marek Voesenek, Academic Relations Officer 2017-2018, and 4 

Anne Brand, Academic Relations Officer 2018-2019. As the contract with Studystore will expire in 5 

August, multiple conversations with potential study book suppliers were held about possible 6 

collaborations. The results of those conversations are written down for each supplier in this report. 7 

In the absence of a better alternative, the current contract with Studystore can be extended until 8 

August 2022. The taskforce gives an advice to the board and asks the GMA for their advice based on 9 

this report. An additional conversation with José van Alst took place to discuss future plans of the 10 

university regarding books, readers, articles and E-books. A short report of this conversation is added 11 

to this research report.  12 

Kind Regards,  13 

The Taskforce Book Contract,  14 

Mesian Tilmatine, Marek Voesenek & Anne Brand   15 
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Studystore  16 

Studystore is a book supplier with the expertise to deliver study books at schools and universities. 17 

They often collaborate with associations and are responsible for the current book sale of SPiN. The 18 

contract with Studystore was signed in 2017 for two years and can be prolonged till 2022.  19 

Contact  20 

Studystore has one contact person for SPiN. For complaints, questions, remarks, there is one person 21 

you can mail or call. The book lists are published by that  person. This current contact person is 22 

Wendy Koehorst. The contact person is approachable and reliable but the downside is that during 23 

sickness or holidays, it is hard to reach Studystore.  24 

Sponsorship 25 

According to the current contract SPiN, receives 6% on the whole sales volume of International 26 

books. In the past few years some changes were made in the internal policy of Studystore. When 27 

SPiN wants to make changes to the contract, or wants to sign a new contract with Studystore in three 28 

years, the sponsorship percentage will drop below 6%. The discounts and the sponsorship money has 29 

to be 20% in total, according to their new policy.  30 

Discount  31 

According to the current contract with Studystore, SPiN members get 10% discount on Dutch books 32 

when they are ordered during the order period. On International books, 15% discount is provided, 33 

even outside the ordering period. When ordering books that are not study books from the list or that 34 

are Dutch books, but outside the order period, members get 5% discount on their order.  35 

Delivery 36 

The books ordered at Studystore can be delivered at home or at SPiN’s common room. The costs for 37 

sending are €1.95 for delivery in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. A lot of members make use 38 

of this option. Books are delivered within 5 or 6 workdays.  39 
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In the past two years, there have been problems with deliveries outside of the Netherlands. This is 40 

mostly due to a less transparent and structured post delivery system in Germany. There were 41 

problems with delivery within the Netherlands, too, but that most likely had to do with protests and 42 

underemployment at Post NL. For the past few months, there have not been many complaints.  43 

Possibility of E-books 44 

On the current book lists, a couple of E-books are offered. However, Studystore is not planning on 45 

offering more E-books in the next two years. They did a pilot that proved less successful than 46 

expected. They will not invest in looking for publishers that can offer E-books. The amount of E-books 47 

on the book lists are dependent on the amount of their publishers that can offer E-books.  48 

Physical bookstore  49 

Studystore doesn’t have a physical bookstore in Nijmegen. This means that every contact between 50 

Studystore and the association and her members is online.  51 

Webshop 52 

SPiN has her own webshop (www.spin.itdepartment.com) which is maintained by Studystore. The 53 

webshop has been renewed recently, resulting in a better lay-out and more clarity for users 54 

regarding how their profiles work. The webshop is available in Dutch and English and accessible via 55 

the SPiN site. Members can choose their year, track, semester and courses to see their own book list. 56 

Via the webshop, it is easy to return your books and to contact customer service. Via the webshop, it 57 

is also possible to register as SPiN member. The membership contribution can be paid together with 58 

the books and will then be transferred to SPiN by Studystore.  59 

The book lists are made by a board member of SPiN and filled in online. Studystore works with so-60 

called LML (leermiddelenlijsten), where you can fill in the title, ISBN and prognosis. SPiN can 61 

determine the order of books, add and remove books. The webshop of Studystore is the most 62 

practical and professional webshop, compared to the other options. Besides, working with LML is an 63 

http://www.spin.itdepartment.com/
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advantage because it gives SPiN control and insight in the availability of books and alternative 64 

options.  65 

Other 66 

Even though other associations in the Netherlands have a lot of problems with the delivery of books 67 

and other factors of working together with Studystore, the current board would describe the 68 

collaboration with Studystore as positive. There is not much workload that is linked to the book sale 69 

procedure. This results in a bit less transparency and control over the processes behind the scenes. 70 

However, the board regards Studystore as a very pleasant partner. The expertise of Studystore in the 71 

area of study associations is very much appreciated, and they offer help in working with their 72 

webshop and creating the booklists.   73 
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Dekker van de Vegt  74 

Dekker van de Vegt is a bookstore in the city center of Nijmegen. They sell study books, regular 75 

fiction and non-fiction literature, and second-hand books. Dekker van de Vegt has started to work 76 

together with study associations this year and holds collaborations with the study associations 77 

Umoja, Knus and Beevee. The taskforce has had contact with shop owners Monique Kaufmann and 78 

Hans Peters. 79 

Contact 80 

The contact between SPiN and Dekker van de Vegt would be arranged through two contact persons. 81 

The first would be Astrid Verhoeven, who coordinates the collaborations with the associations. The 82 

second contact person would be Simone Morcus, who alters the booklists and takes care of the 83 

orders.  Both contact persons respond quickly via email and the contact with the shop owners is also 84 

experienced as pleasant.  85 

Discount  86 

Dekker van de Vegt can offer SPiN members as much discount as SPiN would like on international 87 

books. They offer total price transparency and if SPiN wants to increase the discount, the price of the 88 

books will rise. On Dutch books, they will offer 5% discount for SPiN members. Dekker van de Vegt 89 

can give up to 10% discount for SPiN members on International non-study books, second-hand 90 

books, calendars and agendas.  91 

Sponsorship 92 

It is unclear how many sponsorship money Dekker van de Vegt can offer SPiN. The owners of Dekker 93 

van de Vegt state that a lot is negotiable. Nevertheless, they can say with certainty that the 94 

percentage will be below 4%. In their current collaborations they offer the study associations around 95 

1 or 2%.  96 

Delivery 97 
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Delivery is possible at multiple locations. There is an option to deliver the books at home, in the 98 

Netherlands as well as outside, to SPiN’s common room and to the Dekker van de Vegt bookstore. 99 

Dekker van de Vegt can deliver at home, but the price PostNL and other delivery companies ask 100 

would then be added to the price of the books. For delivery in the Netherlands, €3.95 would be 101 

added to the book price. For delivery in Germany, that would amount to up to 30 euros.  102 

Possibility of E-books 103 

The possibility to order E-books instead of print books depends on the publishers. If there is an online 104 

alternative, Dekker van de Vegt is open to order E-books.  105 

Physical bookstore  106 

Dekker van de Vegt has a bookstore in the city center of Nijmegen. The books would be delivered at 107 

the store and students can pick them up themselves. Besides, SPiN would be free to organise 108 

lectures, workshops and meetings in the bookstore. Dekker van de Vegt can organise activities 109 

together with SPiN and can deliver writers and lecturers.  110 

Webshop and booklists 111 

Dekker van de Vegt is developing a system to enable book orders from a webshop. You can log in 112 

with your SPiN account. On your account you can see an overview of orders, when your orders will 113 

be delivered and contact information of the customer service. The webshop is new, very simple and 114 

shared with other associations. It is unclear whether students can pay their membership contribution 115 

together with their books. There SPiN has to hand in an Excel file with writer, title and ISBN code at 116 

Dekker van de Vegt. The books will be found and ordered by them.   117 
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Boekhandel Roelants  118 

The next option for a collaboration is Boekhandel Roelants. Since 2015, Roelants has two locations, 119 

one in the city centre and one on the Radboud University campus. Boekhandel Roelants has been 120 

collaborating with study associations for 3 years now. The taskforce has been in contact with Wouter 121 

Roelants.  122 

Contact  123 

The contact between Boekhandel Roelants and SPiN will go through Frans and Sanne. They are in 124 

charge of the bookstore on campus and are there to help students with complaints and answer 125 

questions.  126 

Discount  127 

Boekhandel Roelants can offer 10% discount on International and Dutch study books. There is a 128 

possibility for SPiN members to get discount on other non-study books. This percentage has to be 129 

negotiated but would be around 5-10%.  130 

Sponsorship  131 

The percentage of sponsorship that SPiN will receive from Boekhandel Roelants is unclear. The owner 132 

wants to negotiate and come to an agreement both parties are satisfied with. The range of the 133 

percentage will most likely be between 2% and 4%.  134 

Delivery 135 

The ordered books can be delivered at SiN’s common room or at Boekhandel Roelants. Boekhandel 136 

Roelants also offers delivery at home in the Netherlands and in Germany. The costs of delivery will be 137 

the same as the delivery companies ask for it. This will be €3.95 for packages within the Netherlands 138 

and up to €30 for packages outside the Netherlands. The owner of Boekhandel Roelants has contacts 139 

in Germany and can offer a discount on the delivery price but it will most likely not be below €20 140 

euro. 141 
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Possibility of E-books 142 

The possibility to order E-books instead of print books depends on the publishers. If there is an online 143 

alternative, Boekhandel Roelants is open to order E-books.  144 

Physical bookstore  145 

Boekhandel Roelants has two physical bookstores in Nijmegen. One in the city centre of Nijmegen 146 

(Burchtstraat) and one on the campus. Books can be delivered on campus and students can pick 147 

them up themselves. There are always people present to answer questions and solve problems with 148 

delivery. This would take work out of the hands of the board. 149 

Webshop and booklists 150 

The website of Boekhandel Roelants has been renewed. It is possible to pay for SPiN membership 151 

and create an account while ordering books. Members will get an account to the website. SPiN will 152 

get a heading on the website of Roelants, to sell books. So SPiN won’t get an own webshop, but can 153 

put a link to the website of Boekhandel Roelants on their own website. An Excel file with the author 154 

title and ISBN code can be handed in via mail a couple of weeks beforehand. Roelants will place the 155 

books with the prices on the website.  156 

Other 157 

Bookshop Roelants collaborate with publisher in the Netherlands and Garder (England). There is 158 

direct contact with England, where the books come from. This improves a transparent system and 159 

problems with books are taken care of very quickly. A benefit from working together with Bookshop 160 

Roelants is also that students are familiar with the shop because they sell a number of summaries 161 

from Athena, just like SPiN does. When students can buy summaries and books at Bookshop 162 

Roelants, they can find their study material all at one place.   163 
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Bol.com 164 

The last option for collaboration the Taskforce investigated, is Bol.com. Bol.com is a successful 165 

webshop that sells all kinds of things, next to (study) books. Bol.com has no physical store and their 166 

office is located in Utrecht. In 2015-2016, the Taskforce Boekencontract had contact with Bol.com 167 

and the same partnership system as they presented to the GMA back then, was offered to SPiN this 168 

year again.  169 

Contact  170 

The contact between SPiN and Bol.com will be handled by the way of e-mails with the customer 171 

service for partners. There won’t be a specifically assigned contact person for SPiN.  172 

Discount  173 

Bol.com offers SPiN members 5% discount on Dutch and International study books. No discount is 174 

offered on other books or products of Bol.com. 175 

Sponsorship 176 

Bol.com offers 8% commission on all books bought by SPiN members (including second-hand books). 177 

Up to 8% commission is offered on all product (excluding books) that are bought via the link SPiN 178 

receives.  179 

Delivery 180 

Bol.com can deliver to SPiN’s common room or at home. Bol.com delivers at home in the 181 

Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. Delivery in the Netherlands with an order above  €20 is free, 182 

below that amount it costs €1.99. Delivery in Germany costs between €4 and €8 per package.  183 

Possibility of E-books 184 

There are possibilities to offer E-books if the publisher offers an online version. There is a fixed list of 185 

books they offer, and SPiN can put the E-book version on the booklist.  186 
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Physical bookstore  187 

Bol.com has no physical bookstore.  188 

Website and booklists 189 

A sheet with the required books for every bachelor track and master needs to be filled in by SPiN and 190 

send to Bol.com. The table with the books can be put on the SPiN website and if members click on it, 191 

the page of bol.com with the booklist will open. On the page the members can choose between first 192 

hand and second hand books. The discount is provided by the link, so no account can be made or 193 

SPiN account can be created and no contribution can be paid together with the books.  194 

Other 195 

Bol.com doesn’t work with contracts with study associations. By becoming a partner, the 196 

collaboration is confirmed.   197 
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Overview  198 

 Studystore Dekker van de 

Vegt 

Boekhandel 

Roelants 

Bol.com 

Contact One contact 

person  

Two contact 

persons 

Two contact 

persons 

No contact 

person  

Discount International 

books 

15% 

discount 

10 – 25% 

discount  

10% discount 5% discount 

Discount Duch books 5-10% 

discount 

5% discount 10% discount 5% discount 

Discount on other 

books 

No   10% discount Amount is 

negotiable (5 -

10%) 

No discount 

Sponsorship 6% on 

International 

books 

1-3% on 

International 

books 

1-4% of 

International 

books 

8% on all study 

books  

Delivery  Delivery 

SPiN’s 

common 

room or at 

home  

Delivery SPiN’s 

common room, 

bookshop and at 

home 

Delivery SPiN’s 

common room, 

bookshop and at 

home 

Delivery at SPiN’s 

common room 

or at home 

Delivery in 

Netherlands 

€1.95 €3.95 €3.95 €1.99 

Delivery in Germany €1.95 >€20 >€20 €4-€8 

Contribution with 

books 

Yes Unclear Yes No 

Possibility of E-books Dependent 

on publisher 

Dependent on 

publisher 

Dependent on 

publisher 

Dependent on 

publisher 

Physical Bookstore No  Yes Yes No  

Webshop  Ja Ja Own link Own link 
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Advice of the task force  199 

After having spoken to all involved parties, the taskforce sat together to discuss the results. The 200 

taskforce don’t think Bol.com is an option for collaborations, because there can’t be an agreement in 201 

form of a contract. There only can be a partnership, which creates distance between supplier and 202 

association. Just like in 2015-2016, bol.com doesn’t seem to be a collaboration choice, despite the 203 

sponsorship amount they offer. For the other two, having a physical bookshop on campus (Roelants) 204 

and having a physical bookshop to organise lectures in (Dekker van de Vegt), have multiple 205 

advantages. Besides, the two options are both more developed in the past two years, especially in 206 

the area of the webshop. However, there is a huge difference is sponsorship money between Dekker 207 

van de Vegt and Boekhandel Roelants and Studystore. The amount of sponsorship money received 208 

over the books is the second biggest financial source of SPiN. The taskforce believes that SPiN relies 209 

on that money for now, and the advantages of Dekker van de Vegt and Boekhandel Roelants doesn’t 210 

weigh up to the current contract of Studystore. Besides, the majority of the Psychology students are 211 

German and delivery at home in Germany is very expensive at Dekker van de Vegt and Boekhandel 212 

Roelants. The advice is to remain collaborating with Studystore for upcoming year because of the 213 

high sponsorship deal, the low costs of delivery at home in Germany, and also for the professional, 214 

user-friendly webshop that is created of the past years. Because renewing the contract means a 215 

reduction in sponsorship money, the Taskforce Bookcontract advises to automatically prolong the 216 

contract, so that the conditions of the current contract remain intact.  217 

Future perspective of University on book sale  218 

The taskforce decided to include the vision of the university on education with books in the piece, 219 

because it is the most important factor for the succes of the book sell of SPiN. The conversation is 220 

held with José van Alst, In the past two years, the university wanted to explore the options on E-221 

books. With digitalising of education, weblectures and knowledge clips, it seemed like a logical 222 

option. However, there were no attractive offers regarding E-books and on the campus there are too 223 

little facilities to stimulate E-books. There were no E-readers that could be borrowed or bought. For 224 

the upcoming years, the university won’t explore further options regarding E-books pilots or 225 
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stimulation. Besides, the past years some courses let go of the handbook and changed to working 226 

with articles. José van Alst explains that this is no trend or new development that the university is 227 

stimulating. With the introduction of the English track, some books that were Dutch were replaced 228 

by English papers. Besides, sometimes books increase in price and the lecturer decides that it is no 229 

longer appropriate to ask that amount from students. There are no plans for the future to replace 230 

books with articles. Education with handbooks is still stimulated by the university for the coming 231 

years.  232 


